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This thesis is a report on an experimental method of 
teaching Julius Caesar. 
Chapter I conta1-ns a discussion of Methods usec in pre-
senting dra~atic literature. ~lso, the results of a survey con-
ducted amon~ leading textbook publisners askinf why the play 
Julius Caesar was includec in their antholor-,;:r, anc if t.hey, as 
textbook publishers, would reco'TlJllend student productions. 
Chapter II contains a recorrl o" a prorluction of ,Julius 
Caesar as it. was presentec1 in the Dodge City Serior ·Iifh School. 
Pictures of the production and expl '3.natory ;"'laterials are includec1 
in the AppendiX. 
Chapter III present.s conclusioris 1-1 1lich show tnat production 
offers the student many new opportunities: script rea 'i1r ~or 
interpretqtion of character, practical experience in set desi''D, 
lighting, costuming anc m~ke-up, alon 
standing of history. 
itn broecer under-
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Interest in teaching Shakespeare in the high school was 
aroused by a magnificent performance of Julius Caesar with the 
Old Vic Company seen m the Royal Lyceum Theatre, Edinburgh, 
Scotland. For the first time, the majesty of the spoken wore, t:1e 
grandeur of the far-flung gesture, the sickenin~ intensity of the 
character built and destroyed be"ore the eyes of the aucb.ence be-
caJne a reality. To me the hours spent reading Shakespeare seemec:1 
1asted as such tremendous Vitality should rot stay trapped on a 
printed page. Age, experience, talent are not factors to be cor -
siderecl in presenting Shakespeare for anyone i•ho is willing, 
_can do it. 
Teaching methods 1'or classic dramatic literature had bee,.'1 
under discussion for some ti~e in the monthl~ En6lish curricull.L.~ 
meetrngs in the Dodge City Senior High 0chool. Fi ally, the 
decision to present a~ experl!'1ental procuction of Julius Caes~r 
was made . To deterrline why Juli~ Caesar is most frequently 
included in the high school curriculum for sophomores, auestionnaires 
were sent to leading textbook publisners, askinr why the play was 
included in their anthology; anr1 if they, as textbook pu11lishers, 
recommended student proc uctions. The first part of tnis paper 
presents the results of the survey anc1 discusses a. few recornmenoed 
teaching methods. The last part presents tne pror·uction method 
chosen by the 'Jodge Cit r Scn..:.or High Jchool, showing t.hat a grou.r 
of nigh school students ca.n present the immortal words of the 
Bard with the same intensity of feeling and desire for dran; -1:ic 
perfection that one expects to fine at Str~tford-on-Avon. 
Sincere thanks for their assistance to me in writin~ this 
thesis go to the administrative personnel, the teaching star~, 
and the students of Jodge City Senior High School who mare this 
experir11ent possible, to the citizei,s of Dodge City who gave help 
and encouragement, to 'Iarc Ca1npbell of the Forsyth Library, and 
to the staff of' the Huntington Library, San Marino, California, 
for their assistance in research. My special thanks go to the 
members of my graduate committee without whose u.'1derstanchng and 
encouragement the production would never have beer attemptec:. 
Verna 1'1 . Parish, chairman, Geneva Herndon, Roberta Stout, .~.alph 
Coder and Ray Youmans. 
CHAPTER I 
SHAKESPEARE IN HIGH SCHOOL 
Popular entertainment has not particularly enhanced the 
study of dramatic literature in the high school. As a general 
rule, little aesthetic discr:unination has been developed before 
students reach the ninth grade. Although it is true that they 
have had the opportunity to see, through the media of movies and 
television, Marlon Brando's Julius Caesar, Orson Wells 1 11a.cbeth, 
and Roddy MacDowell's The Tempest, there are few students who 
have been exposed to more live drama than the usual light comedies 
and rey-steries prevalent on the high school stage. The growth of 
a script into a play cannot be fully understood until the student 
has actually grappled with the problems of play production. 
Empathy, the live element of the stage, is missing. Often, 
through misunderstanding, the word Shakespeare is rolled on the 
tongue distastefully with the usual accompanying facial expres-
sions. The student may well exclaim, 11 It 1 s Greek to mei 11 without 
realizing that he was speaking the words of Shakespeare, through 
Casca: 11 ••• those that understood ••• smiled; but for mine 
1 own part, it was Greek to me." Many words have been written 
11 at11 students explaining very carefully wby this play and other 
1w,illiam Shakespeare, Julius Caesar (London: Samuel French 
Limited, 1961), Act I, ii, p. 15. 
2 
classic dramatic literature is 11 good for them. 11 However, the 
students who accept, who smile and who understand, are very few. 
Through the years, dramatic literature has survived many 
different production and teaching methods. Thomas Sheridan's 
Course of Lectures~ Elocution was published in 1763. He put 
much stress on the art of natural conversation in the oral 
presentation of literature. He felt very strongly that artificial-
ity had no place ID mterpretive communication. Some twenty years 
later, John Walker, in Elements of Elocution, stressed specific 
rules r or gesture, voice, t .mpo and c ther phases of or-al coi:irnunica-
tion. This was a mechanical method in direct contrast to Sheriian 1 s 
natural method of presentation. In 827 James ~ush, a speech 
teacher and lecturer, published a book entitled, The Philosophr 
of the Hurrum Voice: Embracing Its Physiological History; Together 
with~ System of Principles _!?l Which Criticism in th~ Art of 
Elocution May Be Rendered Intelligible, and Instruction., Definite 
and Comprehensive, to Which Is Added Brief Analysis of Song and 
Recitative. Rush felt that the oral co!TIJ11.unication of dramatic 
2 literature was a science. In 1898 in an introduction to William H. 
!i'leming' s, How to Study Shakespeare, W. J. Rolfe said: 
2charlotte I. Lee, Oral Inter retation Appendix A Brief 
History of Theories of Interpretation Boston: Houghton-Mifflin 
Company, 1952), p .. 574. 
It is only within the last thirty years or so that 
Shakespeare has been studied in our high schools and 
academies. A generation ago two or three of the plays 
were taken up in college, or a few lectures were given 
on the life and works of the dramatist, but neither 
Shakespeare nor any other English classic was included 
in the preparation course for college; nor was English 
in any form even mentioned in the list o:i:' requirements 
for admission to our leading colleges or universities. 
When I began to teach, forty or more years ago, no play 
of Shakespeare had been annotated for school or college 
use. In those days it was the boast of the young lady 
who had 11 finished her education11 at a boarding-school 
that she had "parsed through11 Milton 1 s Paradise Lost; 
but that the poem was written for any other purpo~ 
than to furnish exercises in grammatical analysis may 
have never entered her mind.3 
3 
Both Rolfe and Fleming advocated the forming of Shakes-
pearian clubs primarily devoted to the reading of the plays. 
However, they both were of the opinion that the ideal club would 
be one in which reading and study were combined. Unfortunately, 
even today a mere reacting of the script, silently or orally, is 
often mistaken for study. 
In the belief that study entailed far more than script 
reading, an examination of teaching methocs of dramatic liter-
ature was made. After surveying the various techniques a produc-
tion method was chosen for the Dodge City Senior High School. 
Play production causes the flow of events, the rise and fall of 
3william H. Fleming, How to Study Shakespeare (.Ne1'll York: 
Doubleday & McClure Co., 18981,p:-iv. 
4 
action, the opportunity to absorb implication from voice and gesture, 
and the power to induce spontaneous reaction in both the actor and 
the viewer. When writing a script, however, the playwright depends 
upon the reader to interpret multidimensionally as he reads. 4 Multi -
dimensional reading demands a greater perception of the ninth or 
tenth grade student than he possesses unless he has a very wide 
acquainta.nce with general literature. Since at least one Shake-
spearian play is the standard requirement for the average high 
school student, many educators feel that extensive background 
material is essential in preparing the student to understand and 
appreciate the play. 5 In preparation for the teaching experiment, 
a survey of leading textbook publishers ,-ias conducted. The first 
question asked was: 
If you publish a book primarily intended for high 
school instruction which contains the play, Julius Caesar, 
why was the play chosen, taking into consideration lit-
erary merit, length, and value to the 20th century pupil? 
Many of the replies stressed the relationship 01' this play to other 
materials included in the secondary curriculum; thus stressing the 
necessity for background or fanu.liarity with the subject matter of 
the play. 
4walter Loban, Margaret Ryan, and James R. Squire, 
Teaching Language and Literature (New York: Harcourt, Brace 
& World, Inc., 196IT," p .. 323. 
'compare - Edwin H. Sauer, English in the Secondary School 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1961), Chapger 12. 
World history is taught in many schools at the 
10th grade and the play Julius Caesar, of course, 
works well in relation to this course.6 
The play was chosen obviously because of its 
literary merit, but also because of the rise of 
dictators during the twentieth century. Since 
Caesar seems to have set some of the standards in 
tyranny, it was decided that this play would be 
particularly helpful in gi.Ving younsters insight 
into the role of the dictator.7 
As a publisher I naturally recommend that the 
play be taught at the level where there is the most 
demand for our textbook; as a former teacher I have 
to admit that I had pretty good luck with the play 
myself in the eighth grade of a boys 1 private school. 
A good teacher who loves Shakespeare can introduce 
any play of which he is particularly fond in an! 
grade of the high school years, it seems to me. 
Julius Caesar is a play which teaches important 
lessons in democracy. The headnote 01' the play in 
our anthology reads as follows: "More then 350 years 
after its first performance, Julius Caesar still ra'1ks 
as a favorite play. Perhaps the most important reason 
that audiences today enjoy the play is that it deals 
with a subject as vital now as in anci~nt Rome - the 
preservation of liberty and democracy.n9 
C>r,etter from James S. Russell to the writer, December 15, 
1961. Mr. Russell 1s Senior Editor, School Department, for 
Harcourt, Brace World, Inc., New York. 
71etter from Edward W. Smith to the writer, January 2, 1962. 
Mr. Smith is Administrative Editor for the American Book Company, 
New York. 
81etter from Harry P. Rowe to the writer, December 22, 1961. 
Mr. Rowe is a member of the Education Department of Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, Mass. 
91etter from Robert L. Page to the writer, December 15, 1961. 
Dr. Page is Editor of English, Secondary Schools, for Ginn and 
Company, Boston, Mass. 
6 
These letters indicate that the publishers of textbooks intended 
the play, Julius Caesar to be a part of the over-all learning 
program rather than a separate entity. Also many instructors 
share the belief that careful historical preparation should 
precede the study of any Shakespearian play. The ninth or 
tenth grade student will, in all probability, not have acquired 
the broad background of Roman history and drama that will enable 
him to understand and enjoy Julius Caesar fully, without further 
preparation. Textbooks usually contain a considerable amount of 
L~troductory material and the recommended methods of study are 
fairly conventional.lo Since the areas are too large for students 
to profit much by means of independent research, the instructor 
will necessarily have to rely on class lecture with little likelihood 
of class disoussion. Unfortunately, this can rapidly develop into 
a note-taking situation and defeat the original purpose, to create 
interest., 11 
A ,study of the structure of the play, including the 
development of tragedy and comedy, therefore, would be very 
difficult to effect through a mere retelling. For instance, 
10see - Edwin H. Sauer, English in the Secondary School 
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,1961), Chapter l-2-.--
11Ibid. 
7 
the i ntroduction of comedy into a tragic play was a convention 
12 introduced by the Elizabethans. An excellent example of this 
technique is shown in Julius Caesar, (III, iii) when Cinna the 
Poet is torn to bits by the angry mob unleashed by Antony: 
FIRST CITIZEN. What is your name? 
SECOND CITIZEN. Whither are you going? 
THIRD CITIZEN. Where do you dwell? 
FOURTH CITIZEN. Are you a married man or a bachelor? 
(A laugh from some of the CROWD.) 
SECOND CITIZEN. Answer every man directly. 
FIRST CITIZEN. Ay, and briefly. 
FOURTH CITIZEN. Ay, and wisely. 
THIRD CITIZ'.EN. Ay, and truly, you were best. 
CINNA. What is my name? Whit her am I going? Where do 
I dwell? Am I a married man or a bachelor? Then to answer 
every man directly and briefly, wisely and truly; wisely 
I say, I am a bachelor . 
SECOND CITIZEN. That's as much as to say, they are fools 
that marry: you'll bear me a bang for that, I fear. Proceed; 
directly . 
CIHNA. Directly, I am goi..rig to Caesar' s funeral. 
FIRST CITIZEN. As a friend or an ene!I\Y? 
CINNA. As a friend. 
SECONn CITIZEN. That matter is answered directly. 
FOURTH CITIZEN. For your dwelling, briefly. 
CJNNA. Briefly, I dwell by the Capitc:. 
THIRD CITIZEN. Your name, sir, truly. 
CWNA. Truly, II\Y name is Cinna. 
(A yell of anger from the crowd. 
FIRST CITIZEN. Tear him to pieces; he's a conspirator. 
CillliA. I am Cinna the poet, I am Cinna the poet. 
FOURTH CITIZEN. Tear him for his bad verses, tear him 
for his bad verses. 
Cll\!NA. I am not Cinna the conspirator. 
FOURTH CTIIZEN. It is no matter, his name's Cinna; pluck 
but his name out of his heart, and turn him going. 
(A brutal laugh from the crowd. )13 
12sheldon Cheney, The Theater - Three Thousand Years of 
Drama, Acting and StagecraE"t'; (New York: Longmans, Greenand 
Co., 1952), pp~64-65. 
13shakespeare, 2£. Cit., Act Ill, iij, pp. 67-68. 
8 
This scene takes on tremeri ous porer when c-tageo and the partic-
ipating student is able to see why the lusty, ,.mcb.sciplined 
Londoner of the 1600 1 s would think this a humorous situation. 
Another interesting method to f'ollow when attempting to 
expano. the dramatic horizon of the student is the study 01· the 
structure of the playhouses or theater. Construction of a model 
theater such as Shakespeare's own Globe, could be undertaken as 
a project, using the descriptions and scale drawings found in 
Irwin Smith's Shakespeare's Globe Pla;yhouse. 11Jumerous sources are 
available,14 but this book is easily understood and the students 
can more readil;r see why Shakespeare wrote as he did. The fact 
that there were no curtains on the outer sta 0 e accounts for the 
tremendous flow of Shakespeare's action. Actors had to be written 
11 on11 the stage in all scenes, and since there was no curtain to 
draw, the actors were writ ten 11 off" the stage in the same manner: 
that is, Shakespeare cleared the stage fore ;h new scene and 
action. Also, the plays were given in broad daylight since there 
l4Alfred Harbage, Theater for Shakespeare (London: ox.ford 
University Press, 1955). 
Alfred Harbage, Shakespeare's .Audience (New York: Colu1nbia 
University Press, 1941). 
Walter c. Hodges, The Globe Restored (. e-i- York: Coward-
McCann, Inc., 1953. - --
John Leslie Hotson, Shakespeare's Wooden Q (New York: 
Macmillan Co., 1960). 
J. Walker McSpadden, Shakespeare's Play~ in Digest Form 
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, Apollo Edition, 1961). 
9 
was no way of lighting the theater without great danger of fire.15 
Some instructors who are qualified to read aloud, feel that 
their students gain more as spectators than as participants. 
Others feel that students are able to read aloud profitably, 
probably concentrating only on certain scenes. The more dramatic 
the scene, the more this method appeals to the freshmen and soph-
omores. Juniors and seniors are more sophisticated, however, and 
enjoy Shakespeare's sense of comedy. Also, excellent recordings 
are available, such as the sound track from the MGM production of 
Julius Caesar starring Sir John Gielgud and }1arlon Brando or the 
Mercury Theater recording starring Orson v,Tells and Martin Gable. 
Two full length movies of Julius Caesar have been produced, 
representing two entirely different styles of acting, the Gielgud, 
Bra...~do MGM production; and an independent ~ovie produced and 
directed by David Bradley, starring Charlton Heston . Several 
shorter films are available depicting selected s,enes of which 
16 
Mark Antony's funeral oration is still the most frequently selected. 
These devices certainly give the student an oiportunity to study 
various styles and techniques of Shakespearian production. 
Methods previously discussed possess major disadvantages 
15rrwin Smith, Shakes~eare1 s Globe Playhouse (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 195 ), chapter VI. 
16i<eith T. Smith, President, Modern Sound Pictures Inc., 
1410 Howard Street, Omaha 2, ~ebraska. ---
10 
as well as advantages. A major disadvantage is that the 
students are passive spectators. They do not know the joy of 
emotional envolvement, the self-knowledge that comes with 
associating with the real problems of an imaginary character. 
To read Portia is not to play Portia. This woman was a Stoic. 
In order to understand the qualities of a wife who could give 
herself a voluntary wound in the thigh in order to prove herself 
worthy of her husband's trust, a student has to become emotionally 
involved with concepts of self-sacrti'ice. Calpurnia is sometimes 
portrayed as a noble, cold woman, who, though aware of her 
husband's danger, did not intervene. A student could choose 
between this concept and that of a frightened hysterical woman 
who tried to save her husband but was ignored because of his 
fanatic pride. Both Caesar and Cassius were able to sway men to 
their will. In attempting to portray either of these characters, 
a study of the qualities of leadership and great men is essential. 
Students are fascinated with the study of Shal(espeare•s ghosts, 
disguises, and his use of mistaken identity in order to further 
dramatic action. Constant striving for understanding is necessary 
when atteTipting the successful portrayal of a character. Since the 
word drama comes from the Greek word "Dro nenon, 11 17 meaning 11 a thing done. 11 
17Tom Prideaux, World Theater in Pictures - From Ancient Times 
to Modern Broadway (New York: Greenberg, 1953), p.1S:-
11 
we, therefore, have both the opportunity and the obligation to 
demonstrate and define the word. The passive listener or observer 
loses much -- the thrill of becoming familiar with sights, sounds, 
concepts and attitudes of the period. 
Too often guides i' or teaching sound like apologies, suggesting 
that Shakespeare is too taxing and that a less difficult author 
18 should be substituted for the high school student. One need not 
apologize for the Bard. What he has to say is just as pertinent 
today as it was in the 16th century. Students will embrace that 
which they are taught to love, regardless 01· the cb..fficulty. One 
book, prepared as a guide, tells us that 11 holding the textbook, a 
student can have the fun of being, for the moment, Brutus or Antony, 
Portia or CaJ.purnia, or the mighty Julius himsel.f. 1119 Actually, it 
is extremely doubtful that any of the characters involved considered 
the real situation fun. Also, the majesty of Shakespeare can only 
be captured when rolling the words 11 Trippingly on the tongue, 11 as 
Hamlet advised his players. Shades of meaning supported by the 
grand gesture a.re the very life of Shakespeare's style. In other 
words, memorization is essential. Life must be breathed into ~he 
18walter Loban, Dorothy Holmstrom, Luella B. Cook, and 
Herbert Potell, Teacher's Via.nual for Adventures in Appreciation 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 195~), pp. 145-46. 
19 Robert c. Pooley, IrVin c. Poley, Jean Cravens Leyda, and 
Lillaim J. Zellhoefer, Guidebook for Exploring Life Through 
Literature (Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1958 ), 
p. 65. 
,. 
" 2 . 
12 
characters before they can become meaningful. Enjoying somethmg 
and having fun are two entirely different situations. 
Another question of the survey presented to publishers 
concerning the advisability of a student production of Julius 
Caesar elicited the follmving responses: 
Certainly student productions of Julius Caesar would 
add greatly to the understanding of t.he play, assuming 
that t.he production is done with at least moderate skill. 
In our book we stress tne fact that Shakespeare wrote the 
play for an aucb.ence, not for a tenth grade anthology. 20 
Personally, I recommend some sort of student produc-
tion, in total or in part, for clear understanc1ing of any 
play taught m high schools. Even oral reading is far 
more efficacious than mere silent reading explication of 
text alone.21 
Guides for production are provided in our edition 
(Shakespeare's Julius Caesar with Its Historical and 
Literary Background, edited by Max J. Herzberg). 
Mar1y schools produce this play every year with grat-
ifying results. Practically every class reads scenes 
for further enjoyment and W1derstandmg. We make no 
recommendation . Any school group that wishes to 
produce the play will find all the help iT needs in 
our edition; the decision to produce or not to produce 
depends on the time, talent, and desire of' the individual 
schoo1.22 
20Page, .£E_., cit. 
21Letter from Harrison B. Bell to the writer, ryecember 12, 
1961. 1'1r . Bell is the ~nglish Editor for Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, lnc., New York. 
221etter from Walter Holden tot.he writer, lJecember 13, 
1961. Nr. Holden is an Editor for n. c. Heath anc Company, 








We do not specifically recommend student produc-
tion of this play. I am not certain why we have not 
made this recommendation, but I suspect that it is that 
a strong recommendation of this sort might create 
problems in certain schools and that it is the kind of 
activity the schools will naturally adopt if their 
circumstances perrnit . 23 
13 
Therefore, replies received show that student productions are not 
only possible but they are desirable. Certainly they indicate that 
high school students are capable of understandin~ '3!ld perf• rrri..ng 
classic dramatic literature with joy and pride. 
Consequently, the experience and understandB1g cained in an 
actual production of a Shakespearian drama will excite the imagina-
tion, and awaken ~rid nourish the natural curosity inherent in every 
individual. Margaret Webster, the well known Shakespearian scholar 
and director, states the case for production very well: 
At school I fell in love with Richard II and Macbeth. 
I do not remember vhat chis was due to particularly 
imaginative teaching. Perhaps t,he soil ,..,f my rrri.:-id had 
been thorougnly prepared by four generations of theatrical 
ancestors, mo st of them hacl had a bout wit Shakespeare 
at one time or another. But it is a matter of the gravest 
regret that most children learn to regarrl Shakespeare as 
an undesired task to be mastered superficially as is 
consistent with the necessity of pleasing a given body 
of examiners. .Few of them are led to know and understand 
the people in the Shakespeare plays or to appreciate 
the music of his spoken verse. Little is done to feed 
the eagerness of their i..r11.aginative curiosity or to 
quicken their sense of the power and beauth or tr,eir own 
language; and their minds are cram"'led with a mass of 
basically irrelevant detail, which they thankfully reject 






as soon as possible. If, in later years, they are 
lured into a theatre wnere Shakespeare is bei<1g 
played, they are astonished to find thBt there is 
really nothing difficult about hlJTl and that he 
can even supply very reasonable entertainrnent. 24 
2~·Iargaret Webster, Shakespeare Without ''ears 




A PRQ11UCTION !F JULIUS CAESAR rn THE 
DODGE CITY S~HOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Plays can be kept alive, in the fullest and most vivid 
sense, only through the medium of the living theater.1 'rhese 
words suddenly came to life after witnessing an inspired per-
formance of Julius Caesar in 19.55. A new awareness of the 
surrounding world, past and present, became so intensely over-
powering that an attempt to transmit a like awareness to others 
became an absolute necessity . 
Thoughtful reevaluation of past techniques and new 
approaches came after the realization 01· the inadequacies of 
teaching methoas used at the present time. Certainly, Shakespeare 
is of sufficient magnitude to deserve special consideration and 
treatment in the presentation of his craft. T )Wever, a s~udent, 
regardless of ability, can only be reluctantly dutiful toward a 
study for which he has no sympathy. A major portion of the 
student 1 s world is visual. Consequently, it is not essential 
for him to read or even to listen to any great degree; his 
world is one of illustration. 
1Margaret Webster, Shakespeare Without Tears (Greenwich, 







Therefore, it seemed logical tha~ illustration of Shakes-
peare's plays was the missing technique. The administrative 
staff and the speech and English instructors of Dodge City Senior 
High School concluded it would be worth the effort to produce 
Julius Caesar. They felt that sufficient evidence could be drawn 
to support ~he illustrative or production method of teaching 
classic dramatic literature to high school students. The cast 
was composed of high school seniors, all of whom had previously 
studied the play in the tenth grade. The experiment with technique 
posed the following problems. 
SELECTION OF THE PLAY TEXT 
When questioned as to which acting version he would 
recommend for high school production, Robert R. Laidlaw, Ex-
ecutive Vice President of' Laidlaw Brothers Publishers, wrote: 
We selected the modern versions writta, by Charles 
W. Cooper of Whittier College because we felt that 
with the elimination of archaic words, words that have 
changed their meanings, and with the inclusion of 
modern stage directions that high school students would 
not only understand and enjoy the Shakespearian ma teriaJs 
better, but would get a clearer understanding from the 
ability to act out the parts.2 
After cue consideration, I decided the text selected should ful-
fill several basic qualifications. Chiefly, the text should 
follow the original Shakespearian form as closely as possible. 












Since the experi..ment was designed to enable the students to 
know and understand Shakespearian language, I chd not feel it 
necessary to use a modernized version, as an attempt at over 
simplification would defeat the entire program. Also the text 
should give some directions for staging adaptable to any stage 
or playing area. As strong color and background are essential to 
the inexperience<:'' actor in establishing the necessary mood, a 
basic unit set which could be changed from scene to scene was 
used instead of a replica of the Elizabethian stage which was 
also a possibility. The text should contain detailed descrip-
tions of costumes and stage properties. Much confusion can be 
caused by unfamiliar terms; therefore adequate clarification of 
terms is essential. Directions given in t he text were often 
supplemented by the imagination of the production staff. The 
text should also include explanatory footnotes to aid the actor 
in interpreting his character. While Iffilch help and direction 
are needed for both director and cast, the most usable aids 
clarify rather than simplify. 
The Samuel French New Complete Acting Edition of Shakespeare3 
3 
Samuel French, Inc., Basic Catalog of Plays (New York: 1959) 
p. 359 New Complete Acting Ed~s of Shak;;pwe: 
Each play in this new complete acting edition of Shakespeare 
has been edited by an eminent authority and based on versions per-
formed by well-known Shakespearian actors. Amateur producers will 
find the most detailed stage directions, scene designs, property 
and lighti..ng plots, and notes on production. Students will find a 
line-for-line study of each play in its grammatical and dramatic 
elements, incorporating glossaries of words and phrases which re-
quire analysis for modern understandJ..I1g. Price, $1.50 each. 






fulfilled these criteria. This text, while very difficult and 
involved, furnished clear and concise directions for a reliable 
classic interpretation. Because of the length of Julius Caesar 
it was necessary to edit it further. The Mercury Theatre 
recording, directed by Orson Wells, helped in this respect. 
SELECTION OF CAST 
There are forty-three speaking roles in Julius Caesar, 
plus extras. The fact that most of the characters are male 
complicates the casting for the high school director even more. 
By glorifying the hero in the films, The Robe, Quo Vadis, 
Spartacus, Ben Hur and the yet to be released Caesar and Cleo-
patra, motion picture directors have inadvertently made the 
playing of a role in a classic as appealing to the high school 
student as a role in the light comedies. When the opportunity 
to sign up to try out for Julius Caesar was announced one-hundred 
and five students signed up, sixty-five of whom were boys. 
Elimination was then the problem. Because of the small size of 
the stage the cast was reduced to forty-one, including extras for 
crowd scenes, but, the total parts played numbered fifty-four 
since several characters could 11 double." The characters of Cicero 
and Young Cato were eliminated; the part of the Soothsayer was 
combined with that of Artemidorus; that of the Messenger with the 







Claudius were eliminated and their lines assigned to Lucilius, 
Mesalla, Titinius, Poplius and Strato. Since there were suffi-
cent military men in the main role, the case could be reduced 
still more with out losing the mood by eliminating the foot 
soldiers. The servant 1 s roles were combined into one. The sarre 
actors played the parts of the Citizens and the Commoners. In 
an attempt to establish holiday atmosphere in Rome and to intensify 
the dramatic movement, a chorus of dancing girls was added to the 
first scene and a special chorus of women was added to establish 
mood after the manner of the Greek Chorus. 
Voice quality alone determined final selection of the cast. 
If the student playing the role has the voice quality germane to 
the character, he will more easily project the character image to 
the audience. For example, the roles of Lucius and Cinna the Poet 
were given to girls who had the desired voice qualities. As the 
character acquires the Elizabethian enunciation the melody of the 
line aids in his portrayal of the entire characterization. Antony 
gradually became a fanatic in the pursuit of Justice, the Cassius 
emulated a politician with a cause to sell, right or wrong, the 
Brutus imitated a Stoic who understood man 1 s ideals, not his 
actions. 
Scholastic ability often has been considered when casting 
a play; such was not the case with Julius Caesar. In the Dodge 




play in the first place, a student had to be passing in three 
academic subjects . 'l'his was considered a sufficient guide 
because the ultimate goal was not where the student is now but 
where he 1.Jill be in six weeks time. 
SETI'ING 
A basic set with a backdrop as the only changeable section 
served for Acts I, II, and III, and ~ct IV, i. Since the total 
playing area measured fifteen by thirty feet a raised platform 
with circular recessed steps and movable Roman pillars made from 
the linings of old hot water heaters gave the illusion of depth. 
Yellow brocade in the form of a scene curtain served as a back-
drop for the battle scenes in Acts IV and V. Brutus• tent, made 
of strips of olc sheeting, dyed yello 1, green, red and blue, 
stretched over a wooden frame was easily slid on stage fror the 
side . Silhouettes of stark trees projected onto the yellow scene 
curtaj_~ gave a sense of desolation to tne final scenes.4 
LIGHTTIW .AN::-i SOUND EFFECTS 
Manipulation of lighting techniques served to set the mood 
for the actors and the audience: for noisy crowd scenes brilliant 
light, for storms, subdued blue lignt with thunder, for flashes of 
4A comple~e guide for stage setting appears in the Appendix. 
- - ---- - - -- --
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lightning, a simple carbon arc or "lightning striker," for 
pools of light to separate character from character or character 
from set, spotlights. A fog machine,5 sending forth great bil-
lows of realistic fog, created a beautiful setting for the ghost 
6 and the five Greek-like muses. 
Even though abundant lights enhance the staging, essentially 
the same effect can be achieved with two overhead borders, foot-
lights, and three ba.by spots. Complicated lighting need not be a 
barrier to production because a livelJr imagination is the only 
real requisite for beautiful stage lighting. With real inspiration 
the student of lighting can make a kitchen match or a candle appear 
as a beam. 
COSTUMES 
Also, costumes helped to set the mood for the actor and the 
audience. Long flowing tunics and brilliantly colored and decorated 
togas transformed the high school student into a very reasonable 
facsimile of a Roman citizen. Costume, more than any other one 
thing, enabled the student to achieve separate identity. After he 
had achieved the identity, he then projected it. Mothers of the 
5Associated Theatrical Contractors, 310 West 80th St., 
Kansas City 14, Missouri. 
6see Appendix for complete light plot-utilizing footlights, 
two over-head border strips, sixteen suspended baby spots mounted 




students made most of the costumes. In two meetings the mothers, 
t he two student assistants and I carefully planned the costumes 
and chose the colors for each individual character. Since old 
sheets dye easily and are soft enough to i'low and drape grace-
fully, most of the costumes were made from sheets donated by 
members of the community. 7 
Basic costume designs were as follows: 
SENATORS: Long white tunic and separate toga, decorated 
according to interpretation of student, minimum length, five yards -
conspirator ' s scenes, long gray cloaks with hoods. 
SOLDIERS: Short tunics made of heavy white undershirts, 
tucked into short (knee-length) white wrap-around skirts, plain 
or pleated-full military cloaks attached to undershirts at shoulcers -
decorat ion left to individuals - spears , helmets, and shields, rented 
from two costume companies. 8 
COHMONERS, CITIZENS, HESS:EJl.iGERS AND SERVANTS: Tunics, floor 
or knee length, attached short toga or shoulder drape - little 
decoration used. 
7see Appendix for pictures to be used as color guides. 
8Associated Theatrical Contractors, 310 West 80th Street, 





WOMEN: Long full tunics gathered at shoulders - girdled 
effect achieved by ribbons tied around waist, crossed in frort, 
attached at shoulders. Footwear for all characters - thong beach 
scandals sµrayed gold, various types oi' laces and decoration 
attached according to character. 
Students spent much t1.me in individual research in or~er 
to make their basic costumes as authentic as possible. As~ 
result, all cast members were justifiably proud of their own 
costumes. Unusual lenrth of' the costumes even ,ecessit~ted new 
walking habits. Students found that it was either walk gr8ce-
fully or fall on their faces. 
MAKE-Uf 
Standard make-up and procenure w s used: gre·se paint, 
rouge, eye-shadow, mascara, eye-liner, face ljner, f ~ce put vj , 
lipstick and powder. Beauty patches became ver popuJ.~ ("'hades 
of Hollywood i ) and it became necess8.r y to restrain the olr1er 
ladies in the use oi' this cosmetic. With the exception of age 
lines, eyes were emphasized more than any other SLngle feature. 
Blood, of course, is very necessary in this play. Interest had 
reached such a pitch that ten d&ys before the performance the 
actors were willing to shed their own. However, a very effective 
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synthetic type9 was chosen which picked up light beautti'ully and 
was very easily removed from person and clothing with warm water. 
The cast was finally chosen on December 20th. From this 
date on the actors, both male and female, let their harr grow. 
It was generally agreed that Brutus in a II Butch11 cut would appear 
something less than Stoical. A local beauty shop10 agreed to 
style hair for the production. This was one of Lhe most outstanding 
effects achieved. General hair styles were: 
FOR MALES: Hair parted with a small dime or circular part 
at the crown of the head, curled and waved in any fashion desired. 
FOR FEY.IA.LES: A flowing pony-tail eHect in the back with 
elaborate curls in the front and sides. False hair was frequently 
used in order to give a ful]er effect. Hair sprays and decora-
tions were used very liberally by all characters. 
MEMORIZATION 
A strict rehearsal schedule was adhered. to. The students 
were given their books on December 20th. Editing of all books 
was done at that time at a general meeting, so that all books 
9Associated Theatrical Contractors, 310 Hest 80th Street, 
Kansas City 14, Hissouri. 
lOMartha I s Pioneer Beauty Salon, Mrs. 1fartha lJavis, Lora 
Locke Hotel, Dodge City, Kansas. 
( 
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would be exactly alike. Prompt books are forbidden on our st.age 
and it was clearly understovd that this production would be no 
11 exception. Rehearsals began January 17th, and proceeded with-
out serious interruption until the night of performwce. After 
February 12th, books were not allowed back st;ee;e. Gratifyingly 
enough, from this point on, stude ts took ~reat pri~e in their 
abilit;r to nanipulate lines, and on the night of the per ori:nance 
there was not a single error. Though many of the speeches are 
very long, the definite rhythm establis!1es a sense of sound, givinO' 
the player security and confidence in picking up lines and cues. 
Shakespeare's 11 mighty line11 gives the player a very real sense of 
accomplishment and pride . 
MUSIC 
Throughout the play mood vms stressed in the belief that, 
if the actors felt like Romans, they would act o.nd react ac-
cordingly. 
Julius Caesar is a big play, full of S.Jlmc1 and fury; 
therefore, music is especially essential to create mood .!.'or 
inexperienced actors. A search was conductec for scores but, 
since no music used in previous productions of Julius Caes_~~ 
suited our needs, we improvised . The 1odge City Senior Hieh 
11see Af:JpendiX for complete rehearsal scherule and 
policy. 
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School Theater Orchestra, under the able direction of Mr. IIax 
Connor, presented the theme from Exodus. This majestic theme 
was chosen because of i+,s great sense of the poignax1t beauty 
and helplessness of man. After this, we reliec upon tympani 
and trumpet to establish tne sounds of ancient Rome. Trumpets 
were used :or fanfares only and tympanies for all sound effects, 
thunder, marching feet, funeral dire;es and acco111panyi.ne; sounrls. 
Much of the success of this production resulted from the musical 
innovations. 
Just before the garden scene playec between Brutus a.~d 
Portia, a vocal solo, Come, Thou Monarch of the Vine, from the 
vocal music of Antony and Cleopatra, was inserted. It seemed 
necessary to establish a quiet moment in which tvio U.l'le•notional 
people could establish their deep love for each other. 'E1e 
music for young Lucius 1 lute solo was faked in from backstage 
12 using a concert harp. 
I'rTERPRETATIOiJ 
Throughout this chapter, mood, interpretation and freedom 
of style have been stressec' in order to establish an ever changing 
panorama of sight and sound. To establish dramatic action further, 
12 Greensleeves, arranged by l\f ellie Timmer. Soloist, 
Cherrie Cynthia Hogue, Dodge City, Kansas. 
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several innovations were made in the text. Two street dancers 
were written into Act I, i, in order to establish the seriousness 
of purpose of the two Tribunes, harullus and Flavius. The 
dancers openly invited the two soldiers to dally along -che 
wayside. They were very impatiently turned down as the Tribune's 
interest was only in the defense of the fallen Pompey and the 
scattering of Caesar's followers. Thus, an attempt to establish 
a feeling of division in Rome was made. 
In the Rare Books Room of the Huntington Library, San 
Marino, California, some verses, written into a 1729 text of 
Julius Caesar, were found to be used: 
Instead of the Musick usually play1 d between the Acts, 
tne following Verses are, after the first Act, t~ be 
sung by a Chorus representing the Roman people.1 
These verses proVided an excellent opportunity to i..Dsert a verse 
speaking chorus to enhance still further the sense of doom and 
foreboding and to enlarge the student's understanding of classic 
tragedy. There were five members-in the Chorus, dressed in pastel 
colors, with hair dyed to match. The third Chorus was inserted 
between Acts II and III, Fourth Chorus between Acts IV and V. 
A ghostly feeling of other-worldliness was achieved at this 
point with a fog machine. Judging by the sneezing and coughing 
13William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar A Tragedy (London: 
Printed for J. Tonson, 1729), pp. 79-82. Originally owned by 
Lord John Tonnyhend. 
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throughout the auditoriwn, this feeling was transmitted to the 
audience as fog is not a respector of the imaginary fourth wall 
of the footlights. 
One other addition to mood was quite unintentional a..nd has 
become known as Trebonius in the Snow . On the night of the per-
for mance a light snow was falling. As can be expected with such 
a large cast, the traffic backstage was heavy, though orderly. 
As entrances were made for the death scene of Caesar, Trebonius 
stopped to adjust his toga as this scene contained his best lines 
and he wanted to a~pear every inch a Roman. Unfortunately, his 
fellow Senators strode on without him. Trebonius, fearing to make 
his entrance alone and out of blocking sequence, became panic 
strickari. Since he was unable to cross backstage, he ran out of' 
the door into the snow, intending to enter stage door right. In 
his agitation he thought the rather heavy doo was locked and 
immediately ran back through the snow, toga and sandals flapping 
in the wind, to stage door left. This door was really locked ano 
t he tragic Trebonius could only pound upon it and shout. Upon 
being rescued, he fell in the wings sobbing, confident that he had 
wrecked the show. Such was not the case. The actors on stage 
covered for his absence and were made e,ren more aware of' the margin 
for er ror and the necessity to avoid all possible mistakes. Here 
again was a perfect example of the Shakespearian technique of 




By its very nature, the play was its own best advertisement. 
A high school production of a Shakespearian play draws much atten-
tion to itself. The making of costumes, set construction, stage 
dressing, all are attention getters . Also, when fifty male high 
school students walk around with almost shoulder length hair, some-
thing of a distraction is created. Though all on these thi~gs 
certainly helped, regular advertising channels were used to fullest 
advantage. 
POSTERS: Twenty-four posters, painted in water color on 
18 X 24 Oak-tag, were placed in strategic locations about to-wn. 
Simplicity was the keynote; Roman designs and script were used. 
LETTERS: Letters of invitation, containing a small poster 
suitable for bulletin board use, were mailed to all high schools 
within a radius of one hundred miles. 
RADIO: Radio advertising .-ias given in the form of public 
service announcements over station KGNO at least three times a 
day for two weeks before the actual performance. 
TELEVISION: A half-hour television show carried on KEKT-'l:'V 
was presentea at ten o'clock, the morning of February 15th. The 
show consisted of a discussion of every aspect of the production. 
Illustration was used whenever possible. 
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NEWSPAPER: The Dodge Cit_l Daily Globe was most cooperative. 
It carried many pictures and articles throughout the rehearsal 
period and on Monday, February 26th, the day before the performance, 
printed a full page picture layout. 
TICKET SALES 
Senior government classes handled t ne advance ticket sale. 
Senior class officers supervised and reserved seat sale. Since the 
Dodge City Senior High Sdl.ool Auditorium seats only 1,350 only five-
hundred reserved seats were sold at $1.00 each. Single admissions 
were 75¢ for adults and 50¢ for students. The house was coP1pletely 
sold out and the play could easily have been presented again to a 
capacity audience. 
Pr,1- L PRODUCTION 
On Tuesday, February 27, 1962, after approximately eighty-one 
hours of rehearsal spread over a period of twenty-seven days, Julius 
Caesar was presented to a live audience. Everyone was tense; nerves 
were strained to the break mg point as the actors repartee to the 
ten members of a perfection conscious make-up conmittee. All technical 
crews had gone through countless dry-runs. The production was ready 
to goe On this crucial night not one word of further instruction was 
needed. At exactly 7:55 P.M. all members of the cast and the crew 
were at their post awaiting the 8:15 curtain. The silence backstage 
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was so loud one felt it could be heard above the strains of the 
orchestra. Here was discipline, self-discipline, learned through 
long hours of rehearsal, memorization and association with an 
artist who not only required but demanded understanding of his 
lines. Each individual felt necessary; there were no stars or bit 
parts; there were only Romans. 
CHAPTER III 
COJ\T CLl:SIONS 
An ancient maxim, no play is a play until it is actecl, 
literally interpreted simply '11.eans that the written set of 
directions comprising the play is only a script. The script 
l ives only until it is destroyed; the play lives only Jhile 
it is being played. 1 Robert L. Pare of Ginn and Company sup-
ported this concept of drama by stating that in their text they 
str ess the fact that Shakespeare wrote the play for an au0ience, 
not for a tenth grade anthology. A script is readbUt a play is 
2 acted . Experience has shown that rearli.n a script mea.nindully 
presents difficulties for the uninitiater1 high sc.1001 student. 
He has not yet developed tne mul tir-imensional skills enabline 
him to transform a script into a play. In support oi this 
theory, Professor :Maynard :Mack of Yale says: 
It .has been my observation thct 1-,1hen tne public exper-
ience of a great play is brought into tne right kind of 
relation with the private e):perience 01· the rndividual 
stucent , there comes a flash of illumination into the 
classroom that nearly crumbles the plaster. o one 1,iill 
1Yulton Smith, Play Proruction (Few York: 
Century- Crofts, Inc., 19Ii8Y, p . 4. 
Appleton-
2Ibid . , p. 5. 
have to tell the student that reaoing is a key to 
lLT1derstandi.T1g, that lmowledge gives self-ki,01-1ledo-e, 
that literature has much to say to him about life. 
He knows.3 
Because of the time irivol ved, obviousl, , all of the 
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scripts included in the high school anthology can not be pro-
duced. Since reading a script involves the study of the back-
ground, the structure, the setting, the theme e.110 the languare 
of the play, its value cannot be discoun-ced. Making provision 
for ind1 vidual reading rh.fferences cor1sti tut es a 111.ajor draw-
back of this metnod. If a stuoent cannot pronounce the woros, 
certainly he has difficulty interpreting the literature rn the 
allotted class time. The constant repetition, however, that the 
productior necessitates provides even the slowest stude~t opportunity 
to grasp meaning ano identify 1nth the subject. Therefore, pro-
duction excels other methods in that it gives a richer experience 
by encompassing script reading and provinrnr the oprortunit~ fJr 
the student to express himseli vrall:r w· thout fcelin.rs of 
inferiority. 
Overcominr '.l. natural reticence to pursue~ study, ce,nci erecl 
too difficult or too dull, poses a major problen in the stndy of 
classic dramatic literature. Subduini: an um1holeso,.1e reve.:rerce 
3Edwin H. Sauer, Eno-lish in the '.:iecond.::i.ry School (1 e,, York: 
Holt, Linehart and 1ifinston, 19bl)-;-p.198. · ----
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for the Bara4 presents o,1e of the most dif icul t tasks the 
teacher of English literature has to face . In reco:,-iition of 
the problems of Shakespearian reaction, J, arg::1.ret 1,vebster says: 
At a perfornance of Hamlet in a Middle vestern 
city, the balconies were crowded with school children, 
noisy, skeptical, restless. Owing to a shortage of 
ushers, a couple or policemen were called in to lrnep 
a WA-tchful eye on the children. The policemen were 
very conscious of' 1:,reir responsibilities; an when the 
children, as quick as ~hey were critical, bec~n to 
laugh at Polonius, the,_; were cowed by a fiercely 
respectful 11 shush11 1·rom the police force. Poor Polonius 
played frantically to solemn fs,ces throughout the after-
noon . 
Left to themselves, however, children and adults alike 
proved ea""er, swift, perceptive, anc del:umtfully ready 
either to laugh or cry; they were the kind5of auc<ience Shakespe8.re himself 1,t1gi1t have wished for. 
The same reaction was experiencer' rlur·inf, the rehears2ls ~nrl the 
performance at the Dodge City Senior High School production of 
Julius Caesar . Curiosity probably ~otivate0 the larr,e number of 
students who reported to tryout for the production. Consequently, 
those who thought the whole situation dull or dii'ficult clroppec 
out. There was some laug11ter at, anc more than a few problems with 
l ines . Yet, as time went on anrl the characters gradually grew into 
their roles, the students nscovered that without ber1f aw;:ire of it 
they had developed a respect for Shakespeare as well as for Julius 
Caesar . After the first week of rehe~rsal stuoents hR.c1 checkecl out 
4Margaret Webster, Shakespeare 1\Jithout Tears (Greemnch, 
Conn .: Fawcett Publications, L7.c . , 1961), p . lS:--
Sibid . 
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of the local libraries all of the books pertaininf to Shakespeare 
and at the request of the students, the advanced speech course 
became a laboratory for Shakespearian studies. After ~he perfor~-
a.".lce , a mid-western aurlience paid Shakespeare, ana a mid-•rnstern 
cast, the compliment of three curtain calls. The citizens of 
)odge City had come to see Julius Caesar in 1962 for the very same 
reason the citizens of Londo".l came in the 1600 1 s, to enjoy ther.i-
6 selves. 
Production provided the student with the opportunity of 
identifying h1.mself WJ_th anotner time, another action, a.11.other 
place, another person. 7 If, therefore, a stucent were riven the 
opportunity to appear in one Shalcespearian play a year ourL".lg his 
high school career, he would at least receive a glL"Tlpse of the vast 
panorama of world history :me of the people who made it live. A 
suggested performance schenule might be as follows: freshman year, 
! 11idsu.'TlI!ler-~·iight1 s Qr~, sophoP1o!'e year, Juli~ Caesar , junior 
year, Fomeo and Juliet, senior year, Nacbeth. Participation in 
these plays would give the student some krowled6e of fantasy, 
of history, and of Renaissance Italy arid El-'crlan(, ~s well as 
6see Appendix for letters and ne1-npaJ:Jer clipping. 
7student comments on chara.cters and their portrayal 
of same. 
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provide hJ.m with new l earning experiences in set designi71g, 
ability to memorize, and to read and interpret dramatic litera-
ture. 11r. Harry P. Rowe, maintains that a good teacher who 
loves Shakespeare can introduce any play of which he is particularly 
fond in any grade of the high school years. 8 Choice of Shakes-
pearian drama need rely only on the discretion and taste of the 
director. 
In reviewing the possibilities of a Shakespearian pro-
duction in high school, no attempt has been made to present a 
pre-fabricated, can 1 t-possibly-fail method. Instead, a specific 
production, Julius Caesar, was presented on the high school stage 
successfully. Since Shakespeare 0.rew from the wealth of history 
and fable for his plots, his plays may require specialized treat-
ment. It is essential that the entire production interpret 
Shakespeare through the medium of common humanity. Shakespeare 
loved people, all kinds of people, ancl attempted to sh01,i them. in 
their human relationships. 
The results oi' a survey conducted concerning the reasons 
for including Juliu~ Caesar in sophomore texts, though inconclusive, 
show that the play was chosen for its literary merit, its familiar 
and classic plot, historical setting and excellent character study. 
Also, traditionally Julius Caesar has simply been included in many 
81etter from Harry P. Rowe to tne writer, Decenber 22, 1?61. 
Mr . Rowe is a member of the Education Department of Houghton .1ifflin 
Company, lbston, Lass. 
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Projects, script reading exercises, lectures, and 
audiovisual viewing, constitute a few of' the many existing 
methods for presenting Shakespearian scripts. Nevertheless, 
the fact ca.nnot be ignored that Shakespeare wrote his plays 
for an audience, and without an audience some of the i'lavor 
is lost for the student. Certainly, any director, amateur 
or professional understands that a production of Shakespeare 
is not to be undertaken lightly however, both may take heart 
from 11argaret Webster's philosophy: 
Shakespeare in the theatre is a source of wealth 
we cannot afford to lose. "Zveryo:1.e can draw from it 
- - t~e poet, the philosopher, the businessman, the 
truck driver, or the college student. Each will take 
from the plays as much as his rrund and heart will carry, 
just as everyone concerned in production or acting them 
will bring to vheir service all he has, and find it fully 
absorbed. Shakespeare's stamp anc seal of honor has been 
set on even, actor uho has won a lasting reputation aria 
on every theatre company of enduring accomplisnent. 
Shakespeare is not only the glory of the language wnich 
we speak; he is part of the stuff from 1ich our civili-
zation has been forged. It is for Ghe theatre to accept 
the high responsibilit, oi' perserving nis living work; 10 vhen only can we claim our rightful share in his immortality. 
10webster, EE· cit., p. 230. 
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SUGGESTED SETTING li'OR JULIUS CAESAR 
ACT I, i, - A street in Rome - basic unit set - scenic 
backdrop, Rome. 
ACT I, ii, - Same. 

















i, - Brutus' Garden - basic unit set - poplar tree 
flats slide on froM up-stage ri ht anc left -
Garden seat placed center steps. 
ii, - Caesar's Palace - basic unit set - marble 
effect Roman wall - flats slide on from up-
stage right anri left - golc furnishings. 
i, - The Capitol - basic unit set - same marble 
effect back wall flats as previous act and 
scene - furnishings on raisec platform only -
Caesar's throne and Senate stools in gold . 
ii, - A street in Rome - same as Act I, i, - with 
the ar'cii tion or a simple pulpit, stage left, 






- Same as above. 
- A garden in Rome - same as ~ct I, i, with the 
addition of furniture as in a garden. 
- A camp near Sarcis - played in front of yellow 
scene curtain - no other setting usec. 
- Brutus' tent - s2rr1e as above with Brutus 1 tent 
slid on from stage left - Caesar's ghost enters 
from extreme left of tent. 
ACT V, i, - Plains of Philippi played in front of yellow 
scene curtain - no other setting used. 
ACT V, ii, - CUT 
ACT V, iii, - Another part of the fielc at Philippi - played 
in front of ~he yellow scene curtain - silhouettes 
of trees projected on scene curtain from balcony. 
ACT V, iv, - CUT 
ACT V, v, - Same as above. 




LIGHT PLOT JULIUS CAESAR 
All lights - (top, botton, boards) full 
All lights - (top, bottom, boards) full 
Blue (on full)# 1 (on at 6 or 7) 
(Unplug beam light) 
ACT II SCENE I(A) Blue (on full) (unplug beam light) #1 (on at 8) 
#5 (on at 6, when conspirators enter; pa£e 25) 
#2 (on at 7, when conspirators enter; page 25) 
#5 (off when conspirators leave, page 29) 
#2 (off when Portia comes down stairs, pege 30) 
#5 (on at 6 when Portia leaves, page 32) 
(B) No overheads - footlights on at 3 
Trooper - follot-J sin1?er with yellow spot 
Trooper - off at end of song 
SCN'IE II All lights - (top, bottom, boards) at 7 
#3 (on full) 
#5 when Ecius en~ers - (on at 8) page 37 
~2 when Antony enters - (on at 8) 
SCilTE III All lights on at 3 
#1 (on full) 
ACT III Scene I 
SCENE II 
SCENE III 
ACT IV SCENE I 
Trooper (yellow) on Prterrudorius 
Trooper ( o+'f at end of Artemicorius speech) 
RUNS Il\JTO ACT II (1\JO f',TJRTAilJ) 
All lights on full (unplug red beam) 
#1 (on at 6) 
When Caesar is stabbed leave #1 on at 6 
Red light on fu- .... - white on at 5 
All other lights off 
Trooper - yellow spot on Antony's first speech, 
page 51 - off at end of first speech 
Trooper - yellow spot on Antony' speech, 
p~ge 53 - off at en0 of speech 
All lights on bottom board at 7 
#2 (on full) 
Red spot on Caesars body 
#2 - (off) when An tony descends, page 63 
Trooper - Yellow spot on Antony when he descenrls 
Bottom board - (dim to 3-4) 
All lights-(on at 7) 
When crowd yells Cll'JA - dim lights to 3 
Turn on rea spots--
Bottom board on at 6 
#3 on full 
ACT V 
46 
SCENE II Footlights on full 
#1 on full 
SCEN"E III Footlights on full 
#4 (on full) 
SCEITE I 
Dim footlights to 3 when Lucius brings gown 
page 82 
Trooper - yellow spot on ghost (page 82) 
off when ghost leaves 
GIRLS - Footlights on 4 
Trooper follow with yellow spot 
Start with small circle and enlarge as they 
come on to cover all of them - then decrease 
size as they leave stage. 
Project battle scene 
Footlights - (full) 
#4 (on full) 
CUT SCENE II 
SCENE III Footlights (full) 
SCENE V 
Footlights dim (page 90) after "they shout for 
joy11 
Trooper - reel spot on Cassisu anr1 Pi.ndarius 
after lights dim 
Trooper - stays red until after Titinius kills 
himself 
Footlights - full (after Titinius death) 
Trooper - put yellow spot on Brutus and the 
rest 
CUT SC:EI-.JE IV 
Footlights (full) 
Trooper - large yellow spot on Brutus and 
friends 
dim footlights to 3 
Trooper - red spot on Brutus and Strato 
Footlights on full after frutus death 
Trooper - yellow spot - cover all on stage 
black-out as curtain closes 
CURTAIN CALL All lights on full 
PICTURES 0"' JULIU CA~SAR FOR LIGHTDTG, COLOR, 
CO':JTillID.G AiD STAGilTG 
Act I, ii 
4-1 
Crowd scene shm-iing a street in Rone. Front rmJ, iark An.ton 
Calpurnia, Julius r :1esar, Prut us, Cassius, Jecl'lS kutus, 
~Tembers of the crowc form tne backgrouncl. 
Act II, i 
Act II, ii 
Caesar's palace, Caesar ar,c:1 Calpurnia 
Act III, i 
Five muses foretelling death of Caesar and destruction to come. 
48 
49 
.Act DJ, iii 
The camp at Sar0is, Brutus• tent. Brutus anG the pa~e LucLns. 
Act V, i. 

















































Beginning rehearsal - ~iscuss general policy . 
Because of the very short tl.Jlle and the enormity 
of the production we cannot allow absences or 
·tardies - except in cases of e:;...-treme importance. 
Acts I and II - BLOCK 
Acts III anc IV - BLOCK - Aud . 3:35 
Act V - BLOCK - Act I - use books as little as 
possible. Aud. 3:35 
Acts I and IT - I onday, no books Act I -
Aud . 3:35 
Acts III and r:v - 1onclay, no books Act I -
!uc:1 . 3:35 
Acts V ano I - Monday, no books .A ct I -
ll Uc•• 3:35 
Act I - o oks - Act 11 - use books as lit ~0 
as prssible. Aud. 3:35 
.\ct I - No boo1-:s - Act II - '10 books Thurs. 
Aud. 6:uo 
Act I - o booJrs - Act II - no books 'Thurs. 
Aud. 3:35 
Acts I and IT - •~ o books frorrt here OP out. 
Aud . 3:35 
Acts III and IV - No books for Act TII, onday 
Act IV, Thursday, J\ud. 3:35 
~cts II and III - tio books Act TII - Aud . 3:35 
Acts II and I I - 1\To books .Act III - Aud. 3:3S 
Acts I, II and III - Jo books .ct I,_[ -
Aud. 3:35 
Auri.itonum 6:45 - -~o BO KS - Acts I, :i:I, III, IV 
Act V - Monday - lo books - Aud. 3:35 
















Acts I, II anr III - Aud. 3:35 
Acts III and rv (possibly V) Au~. 
Acts IV a.no V - Aud . 3:35 
)cts I, II and III - \uo . 3:35 
Acts III, I:V and V - Aud . 3:35 
ALL COSTUi'lliS MUST BE GOJ'-TLE l'ELY Ii IS IE1 
















Entire Play - Auditorium - o:45 
Entire Play - Auditorium - 6:45 
Entire ~lay - Auditorium - 6:45 
51 
:'.)ress Rehearsal - Auditorium - Make-up call 
starts at o:15 
Entire Play - Auditoriu.m - 3:35 
Entire Play - Auditorium - 6:45 
l'Iake-up call starts at 6:15 - Final perfor:nance, 
also the worst blizzard in history - what do 
you want to bet? 
Again, we have a very short t1.111e in which to present this 
play; therefore, all rules and regulations must be strictly ob-
served. Activities are arranged for and you are not to engage in 
any new ventures until the play has been presented. Husic lessons, 
doctor's appointments, etc. must be arranged for on :'our own time. 
All absences must be cleared through me. Presenting a play of ~his 
magnitude is a tremendous undertaking an will be well wor~h any 
sacrifices made for it. T,Je should be out of rehearsal ea:ch evening 
by 5:30 at the latest; this of course will require the cooperqtion 
of everyone involved. 
Thank you for your consideration, 
Margaret Brennan, Director 
Dean F . Wagaman, .P:nncipal 
A.N 'l'UN Y AND UL.1£0PATRA. 
ACT II. SCENE 7. 
RBUS. The while I'll place you: then the boy shall sing; 
The holding every man shall bear as loud 
As his strong sides can volley. 
Come, thou monarch of the vine. Music by 
THOMAS CHILCOT. 
,,,..-::::;---17 5 0 
Come, thou mon - arch of __ the vine, 
mf 
-----
Come, thou mon - arch of_ the vine, Plump - y Bacchus with_pink eyne! 
f 
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SC E N E IX. 
'.AIA"'111. R1tr1111. E1111r Antony, Olhviu~, Mrtrala, 
Luciliu,, t,1(J tht 11~my. 
Ofl11. W hat maii is that ? 
J.11/. My maflcr'• man. Str11:o, when is thy maficr : 
StrA. Free from the bonJagc you are in, Mrfl•/11 ; 
T he co nqu'rou can but maltc a fire of him: -
for B,111111 only onrcamc himfclf, 
And no man cl(e hath honour by bis du,h. 
L N(, So B r111111 fhould be found. I tha n le thtf', Brtftu 
l"hat thou hat\ prov'd L#nliu,' fa ying rruc. 
Otl,1 . All that ferv'd lrutus l will entcrt :iin them 
:Fellow, wilt thou bellow thy time "'·ith me 
$1r11. Ay, if J.J,Jf•lA will prefer me to you. 
Ofl.t, Do fo, good M11{11/11. 
M,f. How dica my lorJ, StrAIO' 
Str•. 1 held the fword, and he did run oo ir. 
M,f. Ofl.-viJ4,, then uke him to follow t~c, 
Tbat did the lateft fenice to my maftcr. 
Anl, This was the noble(\ Ro••11 of them all : 
All the confpirarorr, fave only he, 
Did th:u they did in en,y of great C1/11r : 
Jic, only, in a ~cner.il hoacA thought, 
Acd common good to all,. made one of them, 
Hi, life wa, ,entle, and the elements 
So mixt in h11n, that nature might Rand up, 
And fay to all the world I Thia waa a man! 
Otl•. According to hi• vinue, ler us ufe him, 
With aH ref pea, and rites of burial. 
Within my tent hia bones to-night fhall Jy~, 
Motl like a foldier. order'd honourably. 
So call the 6eld to reft, and let's away, 
To pan tht glories of this happy da7. [Ex. ,,,,.,,, 
, • C r ,:. , -,--;;:;-: ' ,,, . 
' ·~ ": C. _\:' ':(.... .... , .,.~. ... ~,,. , ' . I ,,j ,- ), 
.... .. ... ' .. -
Jnfttad of the Mqfi&I, ufwlly /l•y•, IJtt'T:Wtn lh• 
Alis, tbe fo/Jota,ing Yerfes ""• 11/ter the fir.ft 
Acl, 10 be Jung /,y" Cbo_rus rtpre[,,,ling rl•e 
Roman People. 
Firft C HO R U S. 
I. 
W H 1 T H E R is R.-.ca Honour gone l w·hcre ia our antiem Virtue now t 
That Valour, which Co bright ha, lbonc 
And wi th the W ing, of Conquc(\ flown/ 
Mufi to a baughr1 Maller bow: 
Who, wi1h our Toil; oar Blood, and all we have bcfiJe 
Gorge, his ill got Pow'r, bis Humour and his Pride. ' 
u. 
Fearlc fs he will hi, Life upofe • 
So doe, a Lion, or a Bear 1 ' 
Hu very Vi ,.cuu 1hrearcn 1ho(c, 
Who more his bolJ Ambition fear. 
How ftupid Wretchea we appear, 
Who round the World for Wealth aad Empire roam 
Yet never, never think what Slave, we arc at home. 1 
I II •. 
Did for rhi,, together join 
Q!Jrtung the free wild Life of Nature ? 
Wlut orher Beat\ did e'er dcfign 
The fetting 11p hi, Fellow Creature ? 
And of two Mifchicf, choo(e the grurer ? 
Oh, rather than be Sun, to bold imperious Men 
Give 1as our~ildnef,, aod our Wood,. om Hut~, and 
~ves agen. 
IV. 
There fecure from lawlefs Sway 
O~t. of Pride, or EnYy'• way ; 
Liv,n,y up to Narure'• Rules, 
Nor a'eprav'd bY Knaves and Fool, • 


























- { • , • ... .,, ,. . -; :.; .(,_ .. • .;- ,, . j . 
.... • ,.-,. ... -,~ '· -' .. , -
1Jlt'ffJetn tbt ftcontl IHld tbirtJ A8, theft_ Yu.fes 
are to /,e fu11g by • P"fon reprtfantrng tl•e 
Genius of Rome. 
Second CHOR U S. 
LO. to prevent thi• migh7 Empire'• ~m, From bright aok.oown bodes of Blifs 1 come, 
The awful Genim of Ma;cftjdt RM,,,. 
Great is her Danger : but I will engage 
Some few rhe Mafter-Soul, of all thi,- Age, 
To do an
1 
All of juft Heroic Rage. 
'Ti• hard, a Man (o great, lhould fall fo low ; 
~fore hard, 10 let fo brave a People bow 
To one rhemfclves have rais'd, who fcorns them no,•:. 
Yet oh, I grieve, that Br#/MJ fhould be fiain'd; 
Whofe Life, excepting this one Acl, rcm.iin'J 
So pure, that fUture times will think it feign 'J, 
But only he can make the reft c?mbi~e ; 
The very Life, and Soul of their Oe{1gn 1 
The: Centre, whe~ thofc mighty Spirits 1oin. 
fTnthinking Men no fon of Sc.ruples make t 
Orhm do ill, only for ~fifchief's fake; 
But cv'n the bell arc guilty by Millakc. 
Thus fomc, for En\')', or Revenge, intca, 
To brm•• the bold ll(urpcr 10 his end; 
.But for his Cuun1rv, JJr11rus nabs hi;; .1-"ricnd. 
T, 
• . • _. I • • 
. • : . . ..... . ,.!· - ., . • . 
ro be fuJJg after the Third .48, by two Aerial 
Spirits_. 
Third C H O R US. 
r. 
T ELL, oh tell me, whence a rife Thcte Difordcrs in ow Skies ? 
Rome's grut Genius wildly gaz'd ; 
And the Gods fecm all amaz'd. 
II. 
Know, in Gght of this Day's Sun, 
Such a Deed is to be done, 
llla~k ccough to fhroud the Light 
Of all this World in dwnal Night, 
I. 
What is this Deed ? 
IL 
To Jcifl a Man; 
The Grcatdl fince Mankind began 1 
Learned, eloquent and wife, 
Gen 'rous, mercifid and bran! 
L 
Y ct not too great • Sacrifice, 
The Libcny of Rom, to faye ? 
JI. 
nut will noc Goodner, claim Regard ? 
And does not Wonh defcrve Reward? 
I. 
Does not their ~untry lye at ftake ? 
Can they do coo much for her fake ? 
B11/, ,.,,,1,,,.. 
Tho dreadful be this Doom of fate, 
Juf\ i, that Pow'r which governs all : 
ieuer this wond•rous Mao fhould fJll, 
Than a moft i;lorious, virtuous Swc. 
Z'o /,e fr1gg after tbe Fourrz, ~1fl. 
Fourth C H O R U S. 
H O W gre2t a Curfe h:u rrovidence . Thought fit to cat\ on Human Kind! 
uarning, Courage, E!oquence, 
The gentle{\ Nature, nobldl Mind, 
Were in1crmix 0d in one :ilone; 
Y ct in one Moment overthrown ! 
Could Chance, or frnfclcf, Atoms ioio 
To form a Soul fo great a, hiJ 
Or woulJ tho(c Pow'rs we hold Di\·ine, 
Dcflroy their o•n chief Maficr•piecc > 
Where fo much Difficulty lye,, 
The doubtful :ire the only wife, 
And, what~ more perplex our Thoughts ; 
Great ']01,e the bdl o( RomAm fcocb, 
To do the ,·cry worn of Faults, 
And kill the kindotl of 'hi, Friends. 
All this is far above our reach, 
Wh~tcvcr Priefis prefume co preach, 
F 1 N 1 S. 
B 00 KS Priftted far J. Tonfon. 
FO L IO. 
G.zrtb's Ovid"s Mctamor-
phofi1, with Cues. 
Ro-:.n's Lucan. 
Prior's W ork1. 
PoJ,'s W orks. 
Q._U ART O. 
1\1:lr~,,•s l'oelic:il Works, 
2 Vol. 
G.if• Works. 
P"p,'s Shakerpcar, 6Vo1. 
cAber's Plays, z. Vol. 
0 CT AV 0. 
J,1111,n·s PocticJ] Werks, z. Ga,-s Fables. 
Vol. , ---Pafiorals. 
8111. 'Jolmfan'• Works, 6 s,nwi'• Morals, 
Vol. Pl111arch's Lins, 8 Vol. 
&11,,mont and F~ lwr, 7 F~blc of the Bees, 2 Vol. 
Vol. 
TWELVES. 
Pipe's Shakefpcar, , VoL 
'i111l'1 Plars, 
£1h1rtdge's Plays. 
Sir R. How•rd'1 Plays. 
Southrrn's Plays, 2 Vol. 
01w11fs Play,. l Vol. 
DrJdtn's Plays, 6 Vol, 
Sl,adwrll's Plays, 4 Vol. 
Con;rnu'r Plays, 3 Vol 
Monrfcrd't Pl.i),, 2 Vol. 
Vanbru:,h's Play ·, z. VoL 
R.o't:u's Pl:iv•. 2 Vol. 
5ptnctr's Wvrb, 6 Vd, 
-'•cilmfs Wor.c5. 
D,,J,.,,,•, Wo,.u. 
DrJdtn's Mifallanys, 6Vol. 
-Virgil with Cuts, 3 
Vul. 
-Jm·ena). 
-F .... 1 1es. 
Prior\ J · JCrns, '2 Vol, 
Row1 ·, l.1 ,can, 2 Vol. 
GArth'~ Ovi,1's Uetamor-
jJhol1s , 2 Vol. 
D v;i ne's 1X'o1k~. 
LAnftlou:n's Po'!ms. 
<J11in's Art of Love. 
-Epifilcs. 
Bft~~'¥ 
O/li,ri4J XaJuu o/ 1?Ma 2ad 
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8EAR MISS BRENNAN: 
WHILE I STILL THINK YOU ARE A COMPLETE "NUT"--LAST NIIHT 
I ATTENDED THE SR. CLASS PRESENTATION OF "JULIUS CAESAR". 
I WAS COMPLETELY'TAKEN' BY THE PROFESSIONAL WAY IN WHIC~ 
YOU DID THIS PRODUCTION. YOU, THE MEMBERS OF THE CAST ANO 
ALL ASSISTING NITH THIS MOST UNUSUAL OF PLAYS SHOULD BE 
CONGRATULATED FOR A JOB "WELL DONE". (THIS IS THE NAVY 
~AY OF SAYING'BETTER THAN EXPECTED'AND'BEYOND THE CALL 
OF OUT~) KNOWING THESE KIDS THAT YOU USED IN YOUR CAST 
AND SEEING THEM DOING THE JOB THEY DID,_THRILLED ME TO 
NO END. THESE YOUNGSTERS NILL LONG REMEMBER THEIR 
EXPERIENCES DURING THESE PAST SEVERAL WEEKS AND IN THEIR 
MIND IT VILL RANK AS IMPORTANT AS THE SPACE FLI GHT OF LAST ,VEEK. 
I s~r IN THE BALCONY AND I CAN TRUTHFULLY SAY I HEARD 
EACH AND EVEkY SPEECH. THE PLAY MO VED VELL AND SHO ~ED 
THE ~ESULT OF SOME TREMENDOU LY HARD VOR K. YOU ARE TO 
BE CONGRATULATED--AND MAYBE I T TAKES A "NUT" TO EVEN TH INK OF 
UNDERTAKING A JOB SUCH AS THIS ·11 1TH A BUNCH OF "FARW 




1Well Received Here 
By ELVIRA VALENZUELA / ed by practical arts students un- 1 
High school plays, which often der the direction of faculty mem-
offer little challenge, took a ber William Alair. Musical 
new lease on life here last night sound effects were a creation 
in the senior class production of of a junior class student Paul I 
"Julius Caesar." A near sell-out Franklin. Costuming was a pro-
crowd was on hand for the drama ject of senior class mothers. Har-
production under the direction of pist Cherrie Hogue, a junior high 
Miss Margaret Brennan. I school student, provided between-
Realism - in costuming, stage ' the-acts musical entertainment. 
setting, sound effects, lighting, I Prior to the opening curtain I and delivery-prevailed through- Max Conner and his high school / 
out the William Shakespeare tra- theatre orchestra offered a sup-
gedy. It would be unfair to sort erb presentation of exerpts from 
out the "best" in last night's "Exodus." 
production for it was evident that Deservingly enough, the large 
the entire affair was the success- cast of "Julius Caesar" took 
ful resuJt of mass efforts. three curtain calls in an exhaust-/ 
Suggestive settings were creat- ed but relieved manner. 
6o 
CHARACTER Afi!ALYSES 
Students assigned a role in Julius Caesar were requireri 
to write a character sketch of their own play character. This 
assignment forced them to analyze character, gi VJ.ng them a 
clearer understanding of ' he role they were portraying. The 
following examples selected from their s!rntches are uneoited. 
MARK ANTONY 
Hark Antony is a very complex character with 1,,1hom I had 
the pleasure of associating my 01m personality a.nd for short 
periocs o+' time my intire sel.f, and to try to convey what this 
person is or what he means to me is li.Ye tring to de::ine oneself'. 
Through this association I have come closer to under-
standinG m~'"Belf, and it has broading fleas an individual to 
such an extent that 'he end result is evident to anyone. 
It is my contention that inGividual beings are 
reflection of experence but basically they reflect the 
personalities of people who have impressed them. 
Rick Dickerson 
JULIUS CAESAR 
In the play, 11 Julius Caesar11 I played the part of Julius 
Caesar . I felt t.'.le character of Caesar was that of' a man of strong 
ideals . He had strone; f eeli1v- s anomoti vations toward the improve-
ment of Rome. Caesar is truley the character that is portrayed in his 
speech where he compairs hJ.mself to the northern star. He was 
greatly moved by his love for Brutus . This love was so great and 
true that it later killed him. Caesar was able to r:;ive love as is 
dramatised in his scene with Calpernia. Here he was able to set t he 
world aside and he was concerned with only the feeli..11gs of Calpernia. 
The fact that Caesar was an epeliptic adds to his strenrth. 
Because of this he had to appear even stronzer to overcome the time 
the 11 fi t 11 would be upon him. 
61 
It is through these various influences that a man is mane 
that is loved and can give love, is strong and powerful., but with-
out exceptions, and is very fair in justice. This makes him 
appear even stronger and above men. We find in Caesar a capasity 
to love, that is not found in most men. When he is killed the knifes 
of the Roman senator could not do the job but it is the great love 
he held for Brutus. We fino that Caesar is asking for tne love and 
help of Brutus but finds Brutus is turning him aside. 
Norman Lfilks 
PORTIA. 
Duri~g the scene Portia shows qualities of courage, wisdom, 
understanding ano tenderness almost to the point that it wou+d seem 
unlikely that such a woman could have eXisted. Her nature was a 
great deal that of Brutus, ano she has an air of nobility and dignity 
which she maintains throughout the scene. 
Marcia Heichen 
LIGA.RIUS 
I played it as an old man because of the references in the 
play to his being bent, such as the place where Caesar says, 11 I was 
never so much your enemy as that ••• that has made you lean. 11 
Also when he goes to Brutus' house he has a kerchief on as a show 
or an 11 emblem11 of being sick. · e flings this oft and declares 
he is not sick but how many people can discar d sickness. 
Putting these 2 scenes together we come up with an old man 
who has possibly had, or has, a aisease, not unlike malaria which 
recurs. 
Putting a cane in seemed a very good i~ea since it accentuated 
his limp and age. This also gave him a tool to make up for the short 
time he is on stage. 
Terry Boger 
OCTAVIUS CAESAR 
Octavius was the young nephew who through the death of his 
uncle Julius Caesar, took over as a high ranking official in the 
Roman Impire. 
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He was young and ambitious, and he was playing along with 
Antony and Lepidus in order iD obtain complete control of the 
Roman Impire. 
He was like the lmights in England, showing great feeling 
for honor and great deeds of soldiers. 
Octavius, like aJ.l young men who become important, wanted 
people to recognize him. To draw attention to himself anr' set 
himself apart from other officials, he wore the best of clothes 
and armor, with very bright and well decorated material. 
Roland Baker 
JULIUS CAESAR-TREBmrrus 
Although my part, and many other parts in this proauction 
were very small, each part was important in the full meaning and 
presentation of Julius Caesar. Trebonius, I think was a very 
noble roman and was older than the other conspirators. Being an 
older person, I think that he possessed a great deal of good 
judgement. Trebonius was a very cruel and mea:i-looking person 
and was also a unknown friend of Caesar 's. In playing the part 
of Trebonius i..11 this play, I gained an understanding of people 
and the tremendous responsibility that it takes to put such a 
production on. To be able to be in a play of this sort you must 
be able to analyze and understand the other players in the 
production. 
Don Watters 
LUCIUS IN JULIUS CAESAR 
The first problem that I had in playing Lucius was that I 
am a girl; Lucius was a boy. It took a long time for me to convince 
myself that I was a boy. After wearing jeans, slacks, etc. to get 
the mood, I was thrown completely off the track because I wore a 
short dresslike tunic during dress rehearsal and the per~ormance. 
Lucius was supposed to be a well-loved and cherished servant 
in t he house of Brutus. The latter and Portia were without children 
and Lucius sometLmes took that position in their minds . Lucius was 
obedient and in two scenes, he was constantly yawning anG stretching. 
Something rather funny about this was that no matter how tired I was, 
whenever I hit the stage, I was wide awake. For the life o:t.' me, I was 
unable to look tired. Miss Brennan suggested that I stretch back-
stage and try to 11 think tired. 11 This worked some. 
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One of my favorite scenes was in the tent at the close of 
Act IV. Lucius plays the lyre and falls asleep. I had to pay close 
attention to the back-stage harpist to make sure that I plucked my 
strings as she did. It was fairly successful. 
Con'1ie Fox 
CASSINS 
Cassius is the evil character of ttJulius Caesar. 11 In 
potraying this character, I thought one should change his voice 
to sound evil and distinguished. This in turn makes, I think, 
a very hart part to play in that it takes practice and t~ne to 
get used to the way you talk. I thought it very importa'1t 
to keep in character, aid use actions and hands very much. A 
person could keep his voice natural, but he, wouldn't sound very 
distinguisi1ed or i.'llpressi ve. Pronuncating of words are very 
important also to keep the character in step. 
Lonnie Antrim 
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